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Retention interventions focus on support programs, measures of success, and demographics. This study offers an alternate student-based narrative relative to student college preparation and self-diagnosed functionalities and compatibilities. We examine metrics that portray economic and environmental settings and social frameworks – as well as interactions, behaviors, and responses – that comprise first-year students’ experiences for the spectrum of engagement behaviors. We analyze the return on investment for student retention efforts at a four-year public university by applying a predictive and proactive retention model. We also discuss ensuring accessibility to services, diagnosing student intervention, and considering subsequent engagement behaviors.

Attempting to understand the impact of retention intervention efforts in higher education is often made difficult by student responses and behaviors that don’t line up neatly. In fact, the idea of engagement – and the expected outcomes – are often disparate as students seek meaningful returns on their investments of time in support services whereas those units providing the same are delivered in a programmatic and systematic manner. This situation is further complicated by attributes of individual students and groupings of students, such as those in their first year of college. These complexities raise the question of whether it is possible or desirable to fully analyze or predict student retention given the multitude of contradicting and confounding variables (Croft & Lozada, 2020).

In spite of these challenges, this study presents the creation of an operational predictive retention model. This model relies upon a diagnostic operational platform of metrics – both quantitative and qualitative – that relate to underlying cognitive and non-cognitive factors. Through the analysis of demographic, behavioral, and basic student data, we develop a model construct according to specific workflows that consider both student success (retention to graduation) and assessments of interventions. With this model, a proactive rather than reactive strategy may be used, modified at any time, and applied to any student or group of students. In the process, it is possible to more closely examine metrics that may drive purposeful interventions according to an institution’s desired returns on investment – while also accounting for students’ circumstances.

Considering the multitude of metrics (economic, social, and environmental) that tie to student retention and success, we find that the underlying processes and systems involved here are comparable to aspects of sustainability science and its application. In the practice of sustainability science, the outcomes of actions (or inactions) are considered collectively according to the often competing interests of three key systems: economic, social, and environmental. This means that each system’s characteristics and processes are considered in terms of their own autoregressive responses, their feedback, and their interactions with the other systems.
In the case of student retention and success, we consider a student’s (or cohort’s) situation financially (economic), how the student engages with academic support services (social), and their interactions within the context of university services and resources (the campus environment). For individuals and groups, these fundamental structures will evolve during a semester, and are used to create each student’s frameworks and behaviors. These behaviors are linked to students’ self-determination and level of success. It is within these structures where students learn and adapt new behaviors according to specific interactions and experiences. These frameworks also depend on students’ own competing interests (e.g., working, commuting, caring for a family member) which define each student’s openness to support and evaluation of its effectiveness.

Thus for any student the underlying support structures – and that student’s responses, interactions, and feedback to the same – drive accessibility to support services and retention programs. Indeed, the student’s response to support structures is ultimately responsible for the success or failure of interventions regardless of the administrative costs borne by an institution. For this reason another element in the practice of sustainability science is the direct consideration of competing interests to assess whether interventions are equitable (economic vs. social), viable (environment vs. economic), and bearable (social vs. environment). From a student perspective, one must consider whether academic support is equitable (cost-effective and compatible with their behaviors), viable (offered in appropriate ways and when/where they need assistance), and bearable (e.g., services are inviting, comfortable, and not too time-consuming).

**PRIME: An Operationally-Oriented Workflow and Outcomes Model**

In terms of retention, integrated and overarching community engagement clearly makes a difference and necessitates tracking of student cohorts to better understand the specific combinations of metrics that contribute to student engagement and retention behaviors. Our development of a Proactive Retention Through Integrated Modeling of Engagement (PRIME) model identifies multiple measures and retention variables involved in data collection and analysis, including anticipated impacts on specific workflows and student support services. Through this model, we make use of the entire landscape of community engagements to make strides toward redesigning retention strategies from reactive to proactive, conceptualizing interdependencies of retention intervention metrics and student behaviors, and identifying the actions needed to achieve them in practice through real-time collaborative campus partnerships.

In our PRIME model approach (see Figure 1), we rely upon multiple measures and variables connected with retention to link student success to more than the obvious student demographic information. The model also provides for the underlying framework of systems and competing processes found in sustainability science. When depicting this entire landscape from a student point of view – situationally rather than using administrative or programmatic foci – it is possible to examine student retention behaviors, identify relevant metrics, and consider how equitable, viable, and bearable intervention strategies are from their perspective. Given the wide diversity of student needs and circumstances encountered in today’s student populations, the PRIME model has made significant strides toward achieving proactive retention through integrated modeling of engagement as applied operationally.

The PRIME model expresses student retention behaviors within a phased sequence approach. The approach: 1) makes use of statistical information and student data to provide specific empirical foundations known to be relevant to retention and supported by the institutional data and metadata; 2) identifies what is happening on a finer scale (in real time) and how various actions and reactions comprise student success and retention and associated behaviors;
3) represents the interactive and autoregressive aspects of retention (i.e. how does a student's behavior change with time with or without intervention) and the metrics often used to quantify student success; 4) captures the students' own self-reported experience during their first year at college; and 5) drives individual and group interventions at any time independent of student body, semester, time within a semester, or as a function of both prior and ongoing student support services and outcomes or experiences.

Together these key performance indicators provide valuable insight when defining overall student success.

Figure 1
PRIME Model

Note. At the outset, the PRIME model presents the question of whether students thrive in or feel failed by the support environment, are secure financially or pre-destined to exit their studies, and whether the interface of the societal retention framework is conducive to their retention (i.e. does it fit and meet their expectations). The interplay of each of these define how viable, equitable, and bearable support and retention interventions are from the student perspective -- and thus ultimately how successful.

In the application of the PRIME model, the particularistic aligns with student-focused interventions and engagements that must be viable, equitable, and bearable for students. Demographics and student evolution through participation in the process in real-time and the resulting outcomes (e.g., grades, retention) determine these interventions and behaviors. The descriptive nature of this study explores interactions between and among the wide variety of data collected within the environmental, economic, and societal landscape. The heuristic products of this study link to how workflows and actions provide specific insights into the success of students.

Purpose of Study

This paper fills a void in the current research by outlining specific steps taken in moving from concept to practice through proactive and predictive retention modeling. The big picture of retention connects the broader definition of student success to specific metrics that are quantitative, qualitative, cognitive, non-cognitive, and interdependent. The approach examines metrics that portray economic and environmental settings and social
frameworks that comprise first-year students’ experiences for two cohorts. These metrics identify the spectrum of engagement behaviors and illustrate the application of a predictive and proactive retention model that fosters integrated investments and engagements for student success. The framework allows analysis of the university’s return on investment and attendant workflows involving student retention.

Thus the guiding questions of the current study explore the perceived impact of retention interventions and whether these interventions foster greater student investments in their own persistence and academic performance. Framed from a sustainability science point of view, these questions seek to understand whether interventions made a quantitative difference. In other words, we seek to offer more than circumstantial evidence that retention and support services and programs make a difference for student success when guided by modeling that is robust enough to allow corrective actions and real-time evolution of services and interventions during a semester, from term to term, and across or between student cohorts.

The unit of analysis here is students from the fall 2018 and fall 2019 entering cohorts at a four-year public institution located in the Mid-Atlantic region of the United States. This includes students both retained and not retained after their first year, in an effort to ensure that participant responses satisfactorily represent the range of behaviors that correlate with both retention and attrition. Data collection methods chosen for the current study include surveys, semi-structured interviewing and focus groups in addition to extensive demographic and background (i.e. baseline) information and data.

The following research questions guide this study:

1. Have retention interventions, events, and engagements changed behaviors of students, as evidenced by their academic performance and self-reporting and associated metrics?

2. Have those same intentional behaviors become embedded as a series of thought-change processes such that students take ownership of their academic performance as an investment in their own retention as evidenced by collected data?

It is through these two questions the lens of this study and PRIME model are employed. This is similar to how the fundamental elements of sustainability science (i.e. environmental, economic, and societal aspects) are considered according to their own metrics, interactions with one another, and self-evolving processes. In the present case, we may consider the university services and support systems as the environment, student success/retention as the economic key, and the embedding of behaviors as societal response. Our two research questions focus on the interplay among workflows that deliver proactive student support, their reception by students, and how they become ingrained in behaviors that ultimately lead to retention or attrition.

To understand how these elements commingle and impact the ultimate success of a student (due to interventions, engagements, and intentional behaviors) requires examination of interactive relationships. This can be considered with regard to sustainability principles and according to how viable, equitable, and bearable the proactive interventions are from a student perspective. In this study, viability is measured according to accessibility and timeliness of services for retention given the environmental context of student support and student economy such as financial aid or hardship. Equity is measured as the distribution of support and modalities linked with student cohorts (and individual students) and their behaviors. And tolerability is measured according to whether responsive behaviors are in-sync with the support and services provided, which is an indication of whether the environment and context of support are compatible with needs and expectations of students.

Based on prior research, we anticipate that higher levels of institutional engagement during a student’s first year in college positively correlate with a higher likelihood of being retained the following year (Kuh,
We are also interested in how additional factors may contribute to an individual’s likelihood to be retained as we work toward building a predictive model in an effort to provide students more personalized support and increased access to resources that meet their specific needs as they complete their college degree program over time. The multitude of intervention types and their frequencies, those directed at variously sized audiences versus one-on-one experiences, and the student demographics involved reflect both the broader community’s roles in retention as well as the large variance found in student responses and among outcomes. Together these shape the metrics that delineate student success. These metrics are modified with specific and measurable engagements and interventions towards instilling retention behaviors. In turn, this information can lead to subsequent changes in administration, institutional process, and workflows.

**Literature Review**

Early attrition models in the field of higher education identified factors that inhibited the academic potential of students with a specific focus on social engagement and sense of belonging. Tinto’s (1975) foundational Student Integration Model and Bean and Metzner’s (1985) Student Attrition Model (from which many other models have emerged) explored characteristics and predispositions of dropout behaviors, suggesting that pre-enrollment motivations should be considered in studying college persistence. Such pre-enrollment factors have been at the forefront of more recent retention models (Kerby, 2015; Noel et al., 1985; Singell & Waddell, 2010) including predictive models (Davis et al., 2019) as seen in the current study. However, previous works in student persistence have yet to venture beyond identification of characteristics and toward studying changed behavior over time that may influence the complex system of student retention (Forsman et al., 2015).

Moving beyond pre-enrollment characteristics, later research examined behaviors of students, mostly first-year students, as they began to navigate college. These studies sought to determine which behaviors may lead to retention or attrition in the subsequent year. Such behaviors included a sense of belonging (Hurtado & Carter, 1997) to the campus as a whole, or to specific institutional constructs (Hoffman et al., 2002; Lee & Davis, 2000). These studies concurred that the combination of academic and social experiences was a better predictor of student persistence in college than when either factor was studied on its own. Davis et al. (2019) suggest that a comprehensive, focused outreach protocol that encompasses both social and academic factors could have a positive impact on student retention. Thus, a multi-pronged approach, such as this, encourages institutions to undertake holistic transformation that benefits all students, including those previously identified as not at risk (Ortiz-Lozano et al., 2020).

While other studies conceptualize predictive modeling, this study presents the practical application of such modeling and subsequent interventions and connects to specific workflows, which allows for replication, thus serving a unique contribution to the field of higher education research concerning student retention. While the literature is replete with specifics of retention variables and case studies, there are only the hints or glimpses of clues that tie behaviors, support services, workflows, and processes together—including those across community-driven inputs—in a comprehensive manner. What that means is that, if we intend to truly attempt modeling of retention interventions and their impacts, the study’s guiding questions must be multi-pronged and considered in a phased examination. This is essential to move from basic diagnostics and baselines to predictive modeling if the intention is to harvest the benefits of the multitude of data collected not only for student cohort groups but also across all groupings of students. If we are truly to understand the connections between support and responses, we must acknowledge the steps along the way and the multi-perspective parameters that give different points of view.
Further, the current study uses a nontraditional theoretical framework through which retention and attrition behaviors can be explored. Previous research on student retention models are predominantly grounded in student engagement theory (Astin, 1985; Hurtado & Carter, 1987; Hoffman et al., 2002; Lee & Davis, 2000); sociological theory (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975; Kerby, 2015); customer service theory (de Rosa & de Oliveira, 2020); and survival theory (Murtaugh et al., 1999); however, the current study adapts a theoretical framework from sustainability science to establishing understandings of the interconnectedness between sense of belonging, social integration, and pre-enrollment characteristics, building on the work of Spady’s (1970) path model that suggested “the result of the entire model may lead to changes in students’ attitudes, interests, goals, or motivation that will have either positive or negative effects at later stages of the college or university career” (as cited in Kerby, 2015).

Methodology

A particularistic, mixed-methods case study methodology examines the impact of retention interventions, events, and engagements on the behaviors of students from incoming freshman cohorts at a four-year, public university in the Mid-Atlantic region of the United States. The methodological approach aligns with Merriam’s (1998) definition of case study research, which characterizes case studies in three ways: particularistic, descriptive, and heuristic. First, the case study is particularistic in that it focuses on a particular situation, event, program, or phenomenon. Second, the case study is descriptive in nature, as it provides a rich, thick description of the phenomenon under study. Third, the case study is heuristic because it “can bring about the discovery of new meanings, extend the reader’s experience, or confirm what is known” through an exploration of the background of the phenomenon and the reasons for the problem, as well as an analysis of the findings. Collectively these methodologies offer an additional advantage - the assessment of intervention strategies and their related workflows.

In this application of the PRIME model, the particular situation being studied is student-focused interventions and engagements that must be viable, equitable, and bearable. These interventions and behaviors are determined by demographics, student evolution through real-time participation in the process, and the resulting outcomes (e.g., grades, retention). The descriptive nature of this study deeply explores interactions between and among the wide variety of data collected within the environmental, economic, and societal landscape. The heuristic products of this study link to how workflows and their interactions provide specific insights about the success of students.

Data Collection

Our ongoing study documents, tracks, and examines aliased select student cohorts, subgroups, and individuals with regard to their derived retention profile. This retention profile is measured and depicted by a wide variety of quantitative and qualitative variables and datasets. These variables and datasets are currently used within a routine, cross-divisional operational and administrative framework and are built into the community infrastructure for the express purpose of student retention and degree completion. The community infrastructure enables both coordination among units and easy electronic access for analysis and consistent coding across service groups (e.g., demographics, use of services, and timing or frequency).

The information is used operationally during the academic year to directly notify and assist students needing support services to improve their academic performance. Student Support Services provide the assistance. Data use and exchanges are compliant with FERPA rules and regulations and also make use of
software/online resources (e.g., Ellucian Colleague and CRM Advise; Ruffalo Noel Levitz College Student Inventory [CSI] and Mid-Year Student Assessment [MYSA]) and confidentiality is maintained. From an administrative perspective, the data create a baseline. From this baseline, the data are used to establish benchmarks and assess programming, events, and support services. Holistically, these portray how student motivators tie directly to support encounters which are intended to help with student academic performance (e.g., financial concerns about continuing their education).

To collect data on students’ first-year experiences, the authors designed and distributed a 32-question survey to all students from the previously identified freshmen cohorts through a communication plan built in the Ellucian CRM Advise platform. Survey questions consisted of Likert scale, multiple choice, and short answer questions. Eleven non-returning students and 337 returning students responded. Of the 348 students surveyed, 110 (106 returning; 4 non-returning) students responded “yes” to be part of a focus group or interview. In addition to survey data, the authors included interview and retained-student responses from focus groups in a comprehensive data dashboard, with the goal of identifying the collective experience of these students through data convergence.

The data dashboard developed for the purpose of the study is a data management tool that tracks, analyzes, and displays key performance indicators (KPI) and critical data points in real time. It measures the essential data points and shows a customized report to understand students. In other words, the data dashboard provides the opportunity to tie quantitative and qualitative information that connects to specific workflows, events, programming, and interventions – and their collective interactions as received by students. These elements create the operational working model (PRIME) that ties the empirical evidence to best practices, interventions, and behaviors in real time. These define and help us to analyze and understand retention intervention impacts and student behaviors in any specific context and to take proactive steps whenever necessary.

Participants

The initial selection of subjects is based upon their membership in an incoming cohort of students. The subjects are tracked by various metrics thereafter. Results of the current study represent students from the entering 2018 and 2019 cohorts (n = 3,467) of which 348 (10%) completed the survey (of the 2,357 who opened the email invitation to participate).

Each student’s information is obtained according to their admit status/code via the Ellucian Colleague system, and their attendant data and information are used to create a file for analysis. There is no action on the part of the students for these aspects of the study. As part of the study the students are then provided notifications (generic and specific) relative to retention and intervention student support services and programs via email and other platforms, such as ADVISE, CSI/MYSA, or TutorTrac. The modality of messaging is important given the digital native sensibility of students. The right kind of messaging can be timely and viable in raising students’ awareness levels of support services (Bilgiç et al., 2016; Jaschik, 2019). From a behavioral point of view, messages are designed to engage students with the desirability of accessing support services and programs before they are having problems in any of their courses.

The generic notifications help notify all students of the assistance available from other campus stakeholders. These support services are part of the institution’s graduation efforts across campus, and they provide both remediation and academic assistance. Specific notifications provide selective messaging such as Academic Early Alerts, Never Attended reporting, Athletics, and similar information for the University as a whole. In these cases specific students are sent messages that tailor to their circumstances (e.g., based on an Early Alert
on their performance in a class) and that may suggest and/or recommend they take specific actions (such as visiting one of the student support services available).

As this ongoing study considers individual behaviors and cohort performance, there is also planned interaction between students and the researchers (or their support providers). For example, the authors regularly invite subjects to participate in focus groups, exit interviews, surveys, and questionnaires (autoregressive elements of retention behaviors and processes). Students receive an email near the end of their first spring semester inviting them to participate in the survey, which outlines the purpose of the study as well as informed consent and next steps, such as optional focus groups for those retained and exit interviews for those not retained. These interactions elicit further information about the usefulness and perceived value of retention support services, engagement and interaction methods, events, programs, and messaging.

Findings

Based on institutional data, retention rates for the fall 2018 and fall 2019 cohorts were 73.7% and 74% respectively. Trends in first-to-second year retention over the past six years have, for the most part, hovered between 72% and 76%, maintaining status quo with the national average for similar institutions (71.2%), meaning those with the same Carnegie Classification and a similar acceptance rate (National Student Clearinghouse Research Center, 2019). In following the proposed methodology to identify retention and attrition trends, data collection methods used for traditional metrics, pre-enrollment characteristics, additional measures of interaction, and consideration of conditional contingencies yielded the following results.

Pre-Enrollment

In looking at the racial and ethnic distribution for students who were not retained and did not seek out any academic support services as compared to those who were retained and did seek out at least one support service, no statistical significance exists – in fact, the distributions are almost identical and reflect the same distribution of race and ethnicity as found within the student body as a whole. Similar to the equal distributions of race and ethnicity across both fall 2018 and fall 2019 incoming freshman cohorts, students’ self-reported identification of first-generation status is also equally distributed across both groups: 47.5% of students retained identified as first-generation college students as compared to 44.5% of their not retained peers, which is representative of the larger population of first-generation students, which ranges between 40-50% each year.

Of all the students who were not retained who also did not seek out any support services, freshmen admitted through one of the university’s specialized admission programs, PASSPORT, make up 17%. This is significant given the small number of students (200-250) in the PASSPORT freshman cohort. Even though these students are provided additional support from the PASSPORT program, this data (as well as prior year retention rates for the PASSPORT student population) indicate we need to do more to support these students who we already know are coming to us more academically underprepared.

1 The Ruffalo Noel Levitz College Student Inventory, or CSI, first implemented at the institution which serves as the context for this case study in 2019, identifies at-risk students in the incoming class using the leading non-cognitive indicators of college student success, which include items related to student academic motivations, areas of risk, and receptivity to specific student services, as compared to national norms for similar institutions. Prior to 2019, similar pre-enrollment data was collected for each entering cohort via an in-house constructed Entering Student Survey (ESS), deployed through CampusLabs. Data retrieved from the ESS and CSI instruments for the purpose of this study contributed to identifying key pre-enrollment characteristics of both the fall 2018 and fall 2019 freshman cohorts respectively.
In response to how well the high school attended by the student prepared them for college, ESS data yielded equal distributions across both retained and not retained populations from the entering fall 2018 cohort. The majority of students from each group (83.5% for those retained and 80.6% for those not retained) reported that their level of preparedness for college was “good” or “excellent” on a four-point Likert scale. The CSI measures preparedness by students’ self-reported confidence in two key areas: math and science or verbal and writing. Although these measures for the fall 2019 cohort cannot be equally correlated with the measures identified by the ESS for the fall 2018 cohort, students’ responses remained equal, regardless of they were retained or not, thus suggesting that self-reported levels of preparedness across both cohorts did not yield statistically significant results. However, from a longitudinal perspective, we anticipate that these responses will provide a portion of the insights needed about how a student’s retention behaviors change as well as their response to support services.

Desire to transfer for the fall 2018 cohort did not accurately predict student attrition, suggesting that the students who were ultimately not retained did not leave to pursue their higher education at another institution: 90.2% of students who were retained and 88.9% of students who were not retained indicated they planned on completing their degrees. Data from fall 2019 entering freshmen revealed a greater disparity in expressed desire to transfer between retained (21%) and not retained students (31%) before they even started their first semester. Similarly, their ranking of the institution as their first, second, third or fourth (or more) choice did not reveal any significant finding; 53-60% of students from both retained and not retained populations across both cohorts identified the institution as their first choice school. Further, the responses for second, third, and fourth choice options, again across both retained and not retained populations as well as across both fall 2018 and fall 2019 cohorts, were equally distributed.

The pre-enrollment information provides the fundamental input of any student or cohort that is often used to create and administer support services for retention at any institution. However it is clear from the information above that these must be considered on an ongoing basis (incoming cohorts) to ensure that the anticipated tuning is appropriate for incoming students (Bean & Metzner, 1985; Tinto, 1975). Indeed, it will also be essential to the longitudinal aspects of applying the PRIME approach to track original cohorts through to graduation. The analysis is critical to determining whether institutional constructs, resources, and workflows are truly appropriate to ensure a productive experience with significant return on investments as students self-evolve (Hoffman et al., 2002; Lee & Davis, 2000).

These will shape the student environment put forth by the institution, student economy construct in place, and social framework that establishes the interactions necessary to promote success and retention while instilling effective and proactive behaviors among students.
Data concerning students’ sense of financial security, however, did yield clear differences, specifically in regard to students’ plans to work during college as well as the number of hours they planned on working per week. While 86% of students not retained from the fall 2018 cohort and 93% not retained from the fall 2019 cohort planned on working during their freshman year, the percentage was lower (by 10%) for their retained peers. An even greater significance lies in the number of hours each group of students planned on working per week: 19% of students not retained from fall 2018 and 27% not retained from fall 2019 planned on working 20 or more hours per week as compared to 10% and 20% of those retained (respectively, half as many).

The need for these students to work more than 20 hours per week may also suggest that they are not financially secure, which speaks to attrition issues due inability to pay tuition or associated costs needed for college persistence. This is further compounded by the fact that more than 34% of our fall 2019 first-year students fell within the bottom 50th percentile nationally in regard to sense of financial security as measured by the CSI. Further, students who do not make satisfactory academic progress toward degree completion due to low academic performance are unable to maintain financial aid eligibility, which creates a difficult situation for many
of these students from the not-retained population. Even with institutional support and programs that assist students under such duress, the measure suggests a barrier that may not be easy to overcome.

**Student Environment**

The data analysis for the fall 2018 cohort also identifies distinct differences in levels of engagement between students who were retained as compared to those not retained. ESS data for the fall 2018 cohort revealed the following engagement interests among students who were retained: community service (33.5%); leadership opportunities (29.8%); and clubs and organizations (34.8%). For those not retained, the numbers were lower in all categories: community service (26.4%); leadership opportunities (26.6%); and clubs and organizations (11%). However, whether or not the students resided on campus (42.2% for those retained versus 42.8% for those not retained) was not statistically significant.

While incoming freshmen express a desire to seek involvement opportunities on campus (54% of the fall 2019 entering cohort ranked within the top quartile for social engagement receptivity), oftentimes they fail to actually engage in such activities. Regarding on-campus involvement, 34.7% of survey respondents indicated involvement in only one club, organization, or student group on campus during their first year, while 40% reported no involvement.

It is important to understand that students may not perceive this form of participation in a college setting as part of the support system designed to assist them in their studies. Indeed, they may view such experiences as strictly social activities or an investment in extracurricular or career development contexts. Despite this viewpoint, their involvement is an investment that reflects their behavioral evolution in the college environment, as noted by Forsman et al. (2015). This involvement can change their situational context (i.e. perhaps from “many factors working against” to “my network is helping” to succeed, thrive, and grow).

**Social Framework**

The contributions from student economy and student environment can thus make a difference in how students react and respond to the social framework that is in place to support their success. In order for students to use these supports, there must accessibility, timeliness, relevance, and modalities of delivery that meet their specific situational contexts and allow room for growth. Students must also make a conscious effort on their part to use support services and to consider using multiple types as they create their own retention behaviors to increase and/or improve their academic performance.

In the present study, students from both the fall 2018 and fall 2019 cohorts reported equal levels of receptivity to the use of academic support services with 84.5% of those retained and 82.8% of those not retained from fall 2018 indicating they would seek out academic support during their first year of college. In fall 2019, this number was 80% for both retained and not- retained students, thus identifying that the majority of freshman from both cohorts were receptive to using academic support services. A simple fall-to-fall comparison of incoming freshman student cohorts revealed that nine of every ten students not retained one year later – and who did not make use of student support services of any kind – left the university with a probationary GPA (below 2.0), indicating that they did not or were not engaged for success. In contrast, one of every ten students retained after completing their first year of college who also accessed at least one student support service during their first year achieved a GPA twice that of their cohort peers.

Of those who accessed services, 59% reported their frequency of usage as one to four visits, and 80% were referred by a faculty member or advisor, which supports the notion that by helping students feel that
they are cared for by the institution, faculty and advisors are subsequently preventing student attrition by fostering behavioral change (O’Keeffe, 2013). This level of referral from faculty members or advisors also supports targeted messaging and specification by group needs to assist students’ behavioral transformation. The satisfaction level among students accessing services shows that while 60% were satisfied with their first-year academic experience, nearly 30% were neutral. Continuing this analysis, the study looked at the usage of academic support services for both incoming fall cohorts relative to demographic and qualitative data, moving beyond whether students accessed services to which combinations of services and activity behaviors they engaged in to yield higher GPAs. One such combination (or cross-product) of metrics and variables revealed that tutoring and supplemental instruction (SI) was the answer.

Of students surveyed, 35.7% of respondents accessed tutoring and 20% accessed SI during their first year, while 19% did not utilize any academic support services. Students from the fall 2018 cohort who utilized both tutoring services and SI during their first year had an average cumulative GPA of 3.15, and 100% were retained in fall 2019. Comparatively, students from the fall 2019 cohort who accessed both support services had an average cumulative GPA of 3.13 after their first year, and 80% were retained in fall 2020. An analysis of the students not retained from both cohorts who also did not access either tutoring or SI yields similar results: 2.98 average cumulative GPA with a 77% retention rate for fall 2018 students, and 2.84 average cumulative GPA with a 71% retention rate for fall 2019 students.

Discussion

An initial drill-down of pre-enrollment data was necessary to identify which internal or external factors impacted retention behaviors, as well as to confirm that we do not bias in advance our services and programs with regard to student cohorts and populations. Such data can provide situational awareness; however, they do not drive the retention outcomes, nor do they interfere with the viability of support programs or students’ ability to seek support. Pre-enrollment data, when analyzed for recent cohorts, can help to evaluate whether the social framework of support is properly tuned to incoming students and fosters a sense of belonging from their very first moment on campus (Hurtado & Carter, 1997).

Initial observations of the PRIME model findings identify the following as observable characteristics (based on the first two years of cohort data) that are more likely to yield higher attrition among our first-year populations:

- conditional or special program admission;
- high desire to transfer;
- low financial security;
- plans to work 20+ hours during first year;
- lack of campus involvement;
- inability to establish connections with others;
- low usage of academic support services (particularly tutoring and SI).

While some of these findings may not appear to be surprising, such a view suggests that students are not adapting to offered services or not seeking assistance, building on the work of Astin (1985) in that students who engage are more likely to be retained; however, institutions must also focus on those who choose the path of lesser engagement. The PRIME model of proactive engagement suggests the need to focus resources and services at the root of problems common to first-generation cohorts. Support via an institutional network (i.e. peers, faculty, staff, advisors) serves as “a significant predictor of students’ confidence in graduating, confidence in
achieving educational goals, and satisfaction with academic career” (D’Amico Guthrie & Fruhi, 2020). If support systems are not accessible, timely, viable, or equitable, the students are less likely to be retained, leading to a poor return on investment.

While it is important to explore the correlation between retention and pre-enrollment characteristics, it is also necessary to examine how students’ behaviors change once they assimilate (or not) into the university culture (Elder, 2020). The lack of engagement observed may be attributed to the need for those not retained to prioritize work obligations over campus involvement. This finding is significant because the prioritization of working, in some cases even full-time, may result in students struggling to keep up with the academic rigor of college. Studies in higher education are replete with evidence that the more students engage on campus the higher the likelihood of their retention and timely graduation (Astin, 1999; Harper & Quaye, 2008; Manning et al., 2014; Tinto, 1993, 1999, 2000, 2007; Tinto & Pusser, 2006). However, some students simply do not have the time due to work and family responsibilities outside of the classroom.

The above suggest that there is a definable breakpoint or limit that separates students with a capacity for viable engagement from those who cannot engage. This indicates a need for alternate approaches (and modalities) for the latter group of students, including alternate mediums of targeted outreach to increase such engagement (Davis et al., 2019). Thus, these findings represent the disadvantage that students have when they need to prioritize work over campus life; their subsequent lack of engagement may ultimately lead to lower levels of retention for this population.

If these findings suggest higher rates of attrition, then the converse is also true regarding which observable behaviors yield higher retention among our first-year student cohorts. The research on academic support in higher education strongly suggests that such efforts have a positive effect on student performance: college students who engage in academic support services tend to have higher course grades than students who do not engage in these services (Arendale, 1994; Cohen et al., 1982; Hendriksen et al., 2005; Lidren et al., 1991; Navarra-Madsen & Ingram, 2010; Ogden et al., 2003; Rheinheimer et al., 2010; Topping, 1996).

While engagement is a desirable behavior/intent, it is also important to note that depending upon a student’s particular experiences with one-on-one support or events-driven interventions, the viability of the services provided may or may not be as tolerable with time, as measured by a student’s satisfaction and return visits. This may be a function of time management that impacts a student’s response behaviors (i.e. raising or lowering the bearability limit of investment).

A predisposition or likelihood to transfer suggests that definable limitations to intervention strategies will exist according to specific cohorts and individual circumstances beyond the control of an institution. Findings suggest that the majority of students who were not retained did not leave after admission into a school that outranked their current institution on their list of applications – and perhaps a change or evolution in their behaviors. Focus group responses revealed that students who were retained connected early on during their freshman year with a faculty member, advisor, club, organization, or peer leader, which may make the difference in their decision to continue at the university.

Students must be held to high standards for success, while, at the same time, provided with academic, financial, and social support systems that are built with their success in mind. In addition to institutional commitment, student involvement, which is often described as academic and social integration in relevant literature, is central to student success. Increased student engagement positively correlates with increased rates of persistence and graduation, especially throughout a student’s first year, during which a sense of belonging on campus is critical (Tinto & Pusser, 2006). The institution cannot expect students to engage themselves; rather,
the college or university must provide its students educationally purposeful experiences that make them feel connected to the campus and encourage them to engage in such experiences, with the ultimate result of higher levels of student satisfaction and persistence.

While the use of the PRIME model, within the context of sustainability science, offers clear benefits, it is not a panacea. Retention and the success of key student academic support services and interventions will always be an ongoing iterative process that evolves and devolves from one student group/cohort to the next – and even within a given group over time. The fact that the approach relies upon live data and continuous adjustments or adaptations of workflows suggest that the methods are high maintenance given the always-responsive mode of engagement. This can be debilitating to both staff and budgets, result in burnout, and skew baselines when using moving targets across administrative structures. If too much change occurs too frequently, there is a potential for reductions in both the overall quality and effectiveness of intervention strategies, resources, and programs. A further limitation is that ensuring this approach is realistic and has innate flexibility requires a staff that can pivot quickly, respond to feedback efficiently, and has the requisite ongoing training or professional development opportunities to do so.

**Conclusion**

This study intended to pilot, demonstrate, and assess the use and operationalizing of the PRIME approach – as well as its potential for portability and implementation elsewhere and among varying cohorts. The unit of student employed here is essential as the individual and cohort flows may be likened to fish swimming upstream and making adjustments as they avoid whirlpools, rocks, and fishers. Thus the diagnostic aspects, while important, are quickly overwhelmed by the situational context of the individual student and his/her response to the prevailing support environment, financial contingencies, and the social fabric of the institution’s support network of services, programs, deliveries, types, and modalities.

The key performance indicators, including empirical foundations and metadata, fine detail in real time, specific interactions, student self-reporting, and the results of retention interventions, define student success in a fluid manner. Student behaviors and steps towards success are constantly evolving both in a fishbowl (i.e. the student’s own realm) and within the stream (the university). The data analyzed thus far suggest that what we are doing has changed behaviors (and as supported by student interviews); it is not yet clear whether these have become embedded because that requires longitudinal study. Initial results suggest that the PRIME approach has allowed for confirmation of methods and strategies of support while allowing for direct improvements, enhancements, and changes to specific support mechanisms and underlying workflows.

This validation illustrates the particularistic aspects (types and modalities of support and engagements), descriptive elements (landscapes, interactions), and heuristics (workflows, actions, student inputs through output/success) of the study. It confirms that mere demographics do not define cohorts (or their level of success) nor do they imply interventions based solely on such characteristics. Key variables and predictors should be modified operationally and fitted to specific students, cohorts, or subgroups according to other metrics tied to retention behaviors. And while confounding and aliasing of data will always be present in such a dataset lacking internal independent measures, sufficient evidence will be visible to offer proof that support programs and services made a difference in student success.

To completely operationalize this approach, which is essentially a living multiple analysis of variance non-parametric model, a real-time dashboard of metrics (quantitative, qualitative, cognitive, et cetera) is essential. Over time this dashboard will allow for refined measures, the identification and incorporation of other salient
factors, and moving the discussion away from anecdotal evidence toward an appropriate form for full numeric analysis. This transitioning of previous methods of data collection away from asking “how students can build cultural capital to leverage their success within an institution,” and toward what the institution should be doing “to become inclusive to all students, staff, and the wider community” continues to foster student-focused interventions and engagements that are viable, equitable and bearable for students, as the present study suggests (Naylor, 2020).

This capital extends to accessibility (and thus equity) in terms of obstacles or limitations due to technology, awareness, location, language and other factors. It links with the viability of support to cohorts and individual students as a balance between their own economic and environmental circumstances and constraints. Regardless of support services and programs or events in place, there are critical thresholds for students that drive their engagement and their decision to seek assistance. The situational context is daunting and speaks to inequities and social justice beyond the scope of this study. While all students have rights to access and engage, they may be prevented from doing so by factors beyond their control including intervention mechanisms. These kinds of roadblocks are a call to action for systemic change in higher education.

This study – and the very nature of the PRIME model itself – also serves as a stepping stone for longitudinal research through the operationalization of data collection and analysis of each new cohort from admission through graduation. As the comprehensive data dashboard continues to evolve through additional inputs of key performance indicators and critical data points for each cohort, the big picture of the collective experience of students will emerge, as verified by data convergence and trends in retention and attrition through the years, which will serve to inform future structural and administrative changes. Whether these are cyclical, linear, non-linear, or non-stationarity, the strength of the PRIME approach is its flexibility. As it relates to and derives from the delivery of services to students, an assessment of workflows is also possible within the framework of this study to truly measure the return on investment.

The application of the PRIME model should not be exclusive to the university that serves as the context for the current study, as it can be effectively replicated at other institutions of higher education with minor adjustment based on campus needs. By further exploring the impact of pre-enrollment characteristics, the student’s environment, economic factors, and social frameworks, which encompasses inputs and behaviors, program administrators will gain a better sense of how such non-cognitive factors impact retention. Identifying potential barriers and roadblocks for student success proactively rather than reactively allows more targeted deterrence of student attrition (Elder, 2020). The PRIME model can also prove effective for students beyond their first year in an effort to continue to track retention and engagement behaviors from the first year through graduation.
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